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BRISBANE TRANSPORT MODEL - LIMITS TO CITY GROWTH 

AIM 

To construct by empirical deduction a model of Brisbane population density and use it to deduce 

costs and any benefits of further population growth. Preliminary calculations of the costs and 

benefits of a city-wide subway will be made. 

BACKGROUND 

Growth of Brisbane City is limited by finite supplies of residential proximity to the Central Business 

District (CBD), building and recreation land, roadway land, high rise views, water, energy, sand, 

cement kiln lime, gravel, road base aggregate and road tar. 

Commuter transport either by public transport or by private vehicle require high expenditures 

funded from fares, rates and by public borrowing. The Brisbane City Council said: 

"This Council, as an entity, invests a lot of money in public transport. Our total spend each 

year around public transport equates to around $500 million. It is a big slug of our budget, 

and certainly we get a sizeable proportion back from the State Government. But, as an 

entity, we also invest upfront a lot of money. We invest over $70 million alone in what we 

see as a community service obligation. That is a commitment that we make, that we put on 

the table, to ensure that our city has a strong bus service." BCC Minutes 12/03/13 
 

In addition to direct monetary costs, transport has costs of time delays for commuters, 

shoppers and recreation travel that can limit city growth.  The method here is to estimate 

monetary benefits and costs in a series of steps of development of a model.  

PART MODEL PAGE 

A City size 1 

B Housing and transport costs  

C Growth effect on housing and transport  

D Development  effect on employment  
E Costs of a subway system  
F Discussion  
B Conclusion  
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METHOD 

PART A: CITY SIZE 

CITY POPULATION 

2,189,878 at June 2012 (source Wikepedia) 

Assume population density is parabolic with distance r from City Hall, outside the CBD r=2kms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assume density q=275 persons per hectare at a radius, r of 2 kms, as above, such that: 

density q = 1100 X 100/r2 persons per square kilometre, and 

at 20 kms, density q = 275persons per square kilometre or 2.75 per hectare, a family living on a 

hectare block. 

The population living within 20kms is, from above, 

= + 1100X100 x2 [20
2

 lnr] 

=345,575 + 220000 x  [3.0 -0.7] 
= 345,575 + 1,590,000 
=1,935,000 
CBD POPULATION 

Assume density q = 275 persons per hectare within a radius r of 2 kms of City Hall. This includes 

Fortitude Valley, Milton, Gregory Terrace and part of Spring Hill and West End to Davies Park. 

Let density = q persons per square km 

       = 100 X density per hectare 
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CITY SIZE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CBD Population = q X area 

= 100 X 275 X r2 

= 27500 X  X22  

= 110,000 X 

persons 

To calculate City radius: what radius is needed beyond 20 kms from calculations above? 

2190000 = 345575 + 1590000 +  220000 x  [x
20

 lnr] 

254425 = 220000 x  [x
20lnr] 

0.368 = lnX -3.0 
lnX = 3.368 
X = 29.0 kms 
The population density has been adjusted to match actual population size, with 16% living in 
a CBD that is 4kms in diameter. 
What is the city radius if growth is 2% per annum for 10 years, assuming the CBD grows 10% 
and the growth to 20kms declines outwards as before and then remains constant at 275 
persons per km2 beyond 20 km.  
q = 1.0210X1100 X 100/r2. 
After 10 years, allowing density to increase by 2%pa in the inner 2kms and outside 20kms, 
the city boundary will stay about the same:  298.0 TO 32.4 kms, because density has been 
able to grow to 3.35 persons per hectare outside 20 kms where before it was only 
1100/32.42 = 1.31 persons per hectare at 29.0 kms. 
Suppose the density at 20 kms of 2.5 persons per hectare plus growth of 2%p.a. exists from 
20 to the city limit. 
Using the quantities above, deduce the outer radius of the City. 

2,212,000 x (1.02)10 = 1 + (((1.02)10-1) X 0.5)X + 1.0210X220000 x  [x
20lnr] 

2,212,000X1.219 =(1 + (0.219 X 0.5))X +1590000+ 1.219X220000 x  [x
20lnr] 

  2696428 = 421,000  +1590000 + growth beyond 20km to radius X 
growth beyond 20km to radius X = 885428 
Assume density grows from 2.75 persons/ha beyond 20 kms radius. 

     685428 = 1.219X275Xx2 - 202) 
                          651= x2 - 400 
                                          X = 32.4 kms 
    
 

r kms 
CBD 

r<2kms 

Growth at 

periphery. 
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SUMMARY OF POPULATION 

DENSITies 

 

 
 
 
 
 

In conclusion, with growth of 2% p.a.,  after 10 years the city limit will move out from 29.0 
kms to 32.4 kms.  

The increase in area is (32.42 - 29.02) X 100/(2.2 x 106x x(1.219 -1.000)) hectares per 
additional person 
= 315(1050-841)/482,000 
=0.137 hectares per additional person living somewhere in the city. 
 A cost of city growth is this very high cost in loss of land, especially where it is producing 
food or supplying recreation. It also means that the cost of new dwellings on freehold land 
at this low density is very expensive.  
 
PART B: HOUSING AND TRANSPORT COSTS 
 
MARGINAL COSTS 
The purpose here is to model economic conditions assuming an established housing stock 
with prices that reduce as you live away from the CBD by the same amount as you pay extra 
for transport into the CBD. This trend in house prices, if it exists, would contradict with 
higher land costs any lowering of the cost of homes due to distance from the CBD. 
Let r kms = distance from City Hall. 
Let housing rental equivalent cost = 200 - 5r $/person/week 
Let transport cost = 10 + 2r $/person/week 
Journey time at 20 km/hr = r/20 hrs 
Journey time cost @ $10/hr = r/20 X 10 = r/2 $ per person per journey 
Let commuting travelling time cost = 5 + r/2 X 10 $/person/week = 5 + 5r 
Let recreation travel cost per week equal 2 daily round trip commutes. 
Let recreation cost of travel =(transport cost + time cost) X2/5 S/person/week 
   = (10 + 2r + 5 + 5r)2/5 
   =6 + 3r 

  Cost $/week per person at r kms 
r  10 20 30 

Housing rental equiv 200 - 5r 150 100 50 
Transport 10 + 2r 30 50 70 

Travel time lost 5 + 5r 55 105 156 
Recreation 6 + 3r 36 66 96 

TOTAL 221+5r 271 321 371 
 
If saving in housing = extra cost transport + travel + recreation 
200-5r = 10+2r +5 + 5r + 6 + 3r 

 q = 1100/r2 persons per hectare 

r km Before: current After: growth at 2%pa for 10 years 

0 275 335 

2 275 275 

20 2.75 2.75 

29.0 1.31 3.35 

32.4 na 3.35 
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200-5r= 21 + 10r 
179 = 15r 
r = 12km 
By this calculation, with r > 12 kms the city has expanded beyond the limit where increased 
transport costs, including time lost and recreation, are offset by lower house rental costs. People 
who live further out are disadvantaged. 
 

TOTAL TRANSPORT COSTS 
To calculate transport costs with and without suburban transport hubs at r = 10 kms. 
Assume CBD has r=2kms and there is no personal cost of transport. 
i.e. for CBD r <2 kms transport cost = 0 

Consider at r kms the population living in a circular increment dr kms wide, 2rdr square 
kms with population density 1100 X 100/r2 persons per square km and transport cost 
(10+2r) from above. 

Total transport cost =  5∫
30(10 + 2r)(1100 X100/r2)X2r.dr 

               =   22 0000 5∫
30(10 + 2r)/rXdr 

          = 22 0000 5∫
30(10/r + 2) dr 

           = 22 0000 5[30(10lnr + 2r] 

          = 220000 [34 + 60 -16.1-10] 

          =220000 X 67.9 
                       = $46,900,000 per week 
Now include several suburban transport hubs at distance r = 10 kms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hubs reduce commuter travel distances. 
For r=2 to 5 kms assume all continue to travel centrally as above. 

i.e. transport cost = 220000 2[5(10lnr + 2r] 

  =220000

  220000X

  $ per week 

No. of persons = 220000 2∫
51/r2.r.dr = 22,00002lnr] 

                           =220000

   
Assume 50% population uses central transport as above. 
Assume 50% population live from 5 to 30 kms and work at suburban centres at r = 10kms. 
Their transport cost = 10 + 2(r-10) = 2r -10 

and  5∫
30(2r-10)(1100 X100/r2X2r.dr 

Suburban 

transport 

hub radius 

10km 

Hubs are 10kms 

from CBD 
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  =22 0000 5∫
30(2-10/r) dr 

  =22 0000 5[302r-10lnr] 

  =22 0000

  22 0000X

  $ per week 
Hence total transport cost = million$(46.9 /2 + 22.2/2 + 10.5) 
  =$45.1 millions 
Thus having suburban transport hubs reduces transport cost only slightly, from $46.9 to 
$45.1 millions  
 
PART C: GROWTH EFFECT ON HOUSING AND TRANSPORT 
How does the city change size? Who gains and who loses? 
Consider 2% p.a. growth, 1.0% of total in CBD and !.0% at periphery, after 10 years. 
i.e 10.4% at CBD and 10.40% at periphery. Overall growth x 1.219 or 21.9% 
 
Recalculate above with no growth in 2-30kms kms zone with suburban hubs and required 
expansion outside 5 kms to 28.7kms 

Assume CBD <2 kms transport cost = 0 

Total transport cost =  5∫
28.7(10 + 2r)(1100 X100/r2X2r.dr 

               =   22 0000 5∫
28.7(10 + 2r)/rXdr 

          = 22 0000 5∫
28.7(10/r + 2) dr 

           = 22 0000 5[28.7(10lnr + 2r] 

          = 220000 [33.6 + 57.4 -16.1-10] 

          =220000 X 64.9 
                       = $44.9 millions per week (more precise than $46.9 millions calculated 
above) 
Assume 50% population commute centrally as above , from beyond 5 kms. 
For r=2 to 5 all continue to commute centrally as above. 

i.e. transport cost = per week as calculated above. 
Assume 50% of population living from 5 to 20 kms with density maintained constant who commute 
to suburban hubs at r = 10kms. 
Their transport cost = 10 + 2(r-10) = 2r -10 
and from 5 to 20kms 

  =5∫
20(2r-10)X1100X100/r2X2r.dr 

  =22 0000 5∫
20(2-10/r) dr 

  =22 0000 5[202r-10lnr] 

  =22 0000

  22 0000X

  $ per week 
From 20-33 kms 
Assume 50% of population living from 20 to 33 kms have density 275 persons per km2 who commute 
to suburban hubs at r = 10kms. 
Their transport cost = 10 + 2(r-10) = 2r -10 

and  20∫
33(2r-10)X275X2r.dr 

  =550 20∫
33(2r2-10r) dr 

  =550r3-5r2] 

  =550[ 23958 - 5445 - 5333 + 2000] 
  =$26.2 millions per week    
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From 2 - 33 kms 
Hence total transport cost = million$(44.9 /2 + 10.5 +11.1/2 + 26.2/2 = 51.6) 
  =$51.6 millions 
This compares with $45.1millions per week for 2212000 persons = $20.38/person/week 
After 10 years $51.6 millions per week for 2696000 persons = $19.14/person/week 
Thus growth increases transport to work from $45.1 to $51.6 millions per year. There is a 
reduction in transport cost per person because growth results in higher proportion of the 
population in the CBD, where there is no transport cost.  
 
 PART D: DEVELOPMENT  EFFECT ON EMPLOYMENT 
COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENTS $'000 per marginal $ million 

 Primary Secondary Tertiary Residential Service Financial 

Examples: Farming Bakery Banking Housing School Portfolio 

RESOURCES       

Land, agric 200 0 0 50 50 0 

Land, bldg 5 50 50 50 0 0 

Water 50 20 10 30 20 0 

Energy 40 20 10 30 20 0 

Minerals 50 50 10 20 20 0 

CAPITAL       

Supplies 50 50 10 200 20 840 

Processing 100 200 40 30 90 0 

Marketing 50 50 100 30 10 0 

EMPLOYMENT       

Construction 1 3 2 5 3 0 

Operating 3 2 5 0.5 5 0 

Other 0.5 1 2 0.5 1 0.5 

Op + other 3.5 3 7 1 6 0.5 

TOTAL no. jobs 4.5 6 9 6 9 0.5 

Construction $/a 70 210 140 350 210 0 

Operating      $/a 210 140 350 35 350 0 

Other              $/a 35 70 140 35 70 20 

Subtotal  jbs $/a 315 420 630 420 630 20 

TAXES 40 40 40 40 40 40 

RETURN ON INV 100 100 100 100 100 100 

TOTAL 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

 
The table above shows estimated supra marginal costs for an increment of $1 million 
invested in development of various types of industry and business. Construction 
employment is estimated in full time equivalents for one year. All jobs are arbitrarily  
assumed to cost $70,000 p.a. with benefits.  
Land costs have been estimated for typical patches of undeveloped land,  of either 
agricultural and horticultural quality or building quality. Other infrastructure, such as roads, 
are assumed already built. 
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DEVELOPMENT JOBS FLOW ON TO COMMUNITY EMPLOYMENT per median wage earner 
including share of costs for children 
 

EXPENDITURE  
incl GST 

MEDIAN 
$/a 

Community 
jobs/Dev job 

Private car purchase 6000 0.001 

Car maintenance 1500 0.020 

Petrol 4000 0.002 

Public transport 1000 0.010 

Residential housing 20000 0.001 

Rates 1500 0.0001 

Tolls 300 0.00001 

Utilities 3000 0.010 

Medical & dentistry 3000 0.050 

Education 1000 0.050 

Clothing & shoes 5000 0.020 

Communications 5000 0.005 

Food 7000 0.060 

Drink 100 0.010 

Entertainment  & holiday 2000 0.001 

Saving 5000 0.0001 

Gifts 1000 nil 

Income tax 15,000 0.0001 

TOTAL 81,100 0.2431 

 
The table above estimates the amount of employment generated in the community from 
each permanent job created by a development. The total, 0.243 is used in the table below.   
 
The table below indicates marginal taxation costs to businesses investing $1 millions in 
development. 
 
The cost to businesses of all Commonwealth, State and BCC taxes has been estimated to be 
equal for each type of business at $40,000 p.a. for the different operating businesses. 
 
 
SUMMARY PER $million marginal investment 
 

 Primary Secondary Tertiary Residential Service Financial 

RESOURCES-$'000       

Land, agric 200 0 0 50 50 0 

Land, bldg dev 5 50 50 50 0 0 

Water 50 20 10 30 20 0 

Energy 40 20 10 30 20 0 

Minerals 50 50 10 20 20 0 

Subtotal 345 140 80 180 110 0 

HUMAN - jobs       
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Emplymnt op + other 3.5 3 7 1 6 0.5 

Community  @ 0.243 0.85 0.73 1.70 0.243 1.46 0.12 

Subtotal 4.35 3.73 8.70 1.243 7.46 0.62 

RESOURCES COST 
$'000/JOB 

79 38 9.2 145 15 0 

 
The table above uses estimates of resources cost and permanent employment from the 

table above and calculates their ratio as an indicator of investment attractiveness. Low 
resources cost per job is most attractive. Investment in financing projects elsewhere is most 
attractive but creates very little employment.  

Other criteria of attractiveness are possible. Lowness of population density, low traffic 
congestion and low transport costs could be considered. Many citizens would see highness 
of house prices as a positive attribute but housing market entrants would see this as a 
negative.  

 
PART E: COSTS OF A SUBWAY SYSTEM 
Assume 2%pa growth for 10 years and compare costs with a fully built railway at that 

time. 
When the population is distributed as assumed in Part C, assume a plan view of the 

subway on a 5km grid as follows. 
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  One-way journey distance 

SYSTEM FARE FORMULA 10 km 20km 30 km 
BUS 10 + 2r 30 50 70 

SUBWAY 10 + r 20 30 40 
 

Now assume these subway costs. 
 

Commuting distance 
km 

Commuters residing 
at that distance 

Cost one- 
way $ 

0 - 2 380,000 0 

2 - 5 640,000 10 + r 

5 -20 960,000 10 + r 

20 -32.6 600,000 10 + r 

 2,668,000  

 
From Page 4, 
Total weekly cost for 2-5 km  

= 220000 2∫
20(10+r)/r2.rdr 

= 220000 2∫
20(10/r+1)/dr 

=220000lnr+r 

=220000

220000X
=$28.4 millions/week 
 
Total weekly cost for20-32.4 km  

= 20∫
32.4(10+r)X275X2r.dr 

=550∫r+r2)dr 

=550[r2+r3/3]dr 

=550)dr 

=550X 12758 
=$22.0 millions/week 
The above costs are compared with corresponding bus costs in the table below. 
TRANSPORT COSTS COMPARISON  

INTERVAL 
km to km 

POPULATION 
millions 

BUS 
POPN 
PER 
CENT 

BUS SYSTEM 
Smillions/week 

SUBWAY 
POPN 
PERCENT 

SUBWAY  
SYSTEM 
$millions/week 

0 - 2 0.380 100 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 

2 - 5 0.636 100 10.5 10.5 100 28.4 

5-20 0.960 50 11.1 5.5 100 

20-32.4 0.600 50 26.2 13.1 100 22.0 

5-32.4 na 50 44.9 22.5  na 

0-33 Total 2.668  51.6  50.4 
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The difference 51.6 - 50.4 millions per week is $62 millions per year. 
Fare differences used in the calculations above are shown in the table below. 
 

  One-way fare cost for residence at r km 

INTERVAL 
km-km 

FARE 
FORMULA 

0 10 20 30 

0 - 2 0     

BY BUS      

2 - 5* 10+2r na na na na 

5-20* 2r-10 na 10 30 na 

20-33* 2r-10 na na 30 50 

5-28.7 10+2r 10 30 50 70 

BY SUBWAY      

2 -32.4 r +10 na 20 30 40 

*Half the population bus to suburban transport hubs 
 
The table above shows that subway fares are lower to the CBD but higher than bus fares to 
suburban centres. Subway travel times would be lower. 
 
 

 Number 
required 

Initial cost 
 

Cost 
$Billions 

Overground track 20 kms ea 160 km $50 millions/km 8 

Tunnels  AH 10 kms each 80km $700 millions/ km* 56 

Stations @ 3km intervals 80 $100 millions each 8 

Trains 40 $100 millions each 4 

Workshops   1 

Control systems,    1 

 TOTAL   78 
*Tunnelling cost is inferred from the airport link 6.7km tunnel estimated to cost $4.8 billion or $716 millions 

per km. 

 
Compare cost of alternative bus system, additional costs of roadways etc 
 

 Number 
required 

Initial cost 
 

Cost 
$Billions 

Roads, new  50 km $50 millions/ km 2.5 

Roads, upgrading 1000km $5millions/km 5.0 

Bridges 3 $500 millions each 1.5 

Tunnels 20 km $500 millions/km 10 

Stations and  terminals 10 $100 millions each 1 

Bus stops 80 $100 millions each 8 

Buses 40 $100 millions each 4 

Workshops   1 

Control systems,    1 

 TOTAL   34 
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Cost comparison 

SYSTEM Initial cost, Operating & fuel, 
maintenance  and 
depreciation cost 
@ 30% of vehicle 
cost $ billion 

Customer  cost 
$ millions/week 

Bus 34 $ Billions 1.2 $ Billions 51.6 

Subway 78 $ Billions 1.2 $ Billions 50.4 

Incremental  cost of 
subway 

44 $ Billions 0.0 1.2 

 
If these guesstimates are correct, there is only a small customer benefit from a very large 
additional investment in tunnels, for the fare scheme assumed.  
By including commuter delay time and recreation costs, as calculated on Page   , a subway 
would have a larger advantage. 
 
TRAVEL FARE COSTS AND BENEFITS SUMMARY 

INTERVAL 
km-km 

FARE 
FORMULA 

COMMUTER 
TIME LOST 

RECREATION TOTAL 

0 - 2 0 0 0 0 

BY BUS     

2 - 5* 2r + 10 5r + 5 3r + 6 10r + 21 

5-20* 2r-10 5r- 5 3r -6 10r - 21 

20-33* 2r-10 5r - 5 3r - 6 10r - 21 

5-28.7 2r + 10 5r + 5 3r + 6 10r + 21 

BY SUBWAY     

2 - 32.4 r +10 2.5r + 5 1.5r + 6 5r + 21 

 
As in Part C, growth is in CBD<2kms and outside 28.7kms 
 
A cost-benefit comparison will be made between buses and a Subway. 
 
BUSES 
0-2 km no costs 
2-5 km @ 100% no growth 

220000 2∫
5(10r + 21)/r2 X r.dr 

=2200002∫
5(10r + 21)/r.dr 

=2200002∫
5(10 + 21/r) dr 

=2200002[5(10r + 21lnr)] 

=220000

220000X 

$34 millions/week 
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5-20 km@50%  after growth with hubs  

=0.5 X 5∫
20(10r-21)X1100X100/r2X2r.dr 

=0.5 X 220000X5∫
20(10 - 21/r).dr 

=0.5 X 220000X5[20(10r - 21lnr) 

=0.5 X 220000X(200 - 59.9 - 50 + 33.8) 

=0.5 X 220000X 123.9 
=$43 millions/week 
 
20-33km@50% after growth with hubs 

=0.5 X 20∫
33(10r-21)X275X2r.dr 

=0.5 X 550  20∫
33(10r2 - 21r).dr 

=0.5 X 550  20[33(3.33r3 - 10.5r2].dr 

=0.5 X 550  ( 119670 - 11435- 26640 +4200) 

=0.5 X 550X85795 
=$74 millions/week 
 
There is no population beyond 29.0 km before growth 
2.0 - 29.0 km@50% no growth 

  5∫
29(10r + 21)(1100 X100/r2X2r.dr 

=0.5 X 5∫
29(10r+21)X1100X100/r2X2r.dr 

=0.5 X 220000X5∫
29(10 + 21/r).dr 

=0.5 X 220000X5[29(10r +21lnr) 

=0.5 X 220000X(287 + 33.57 - 50 - 33.8) 

=0.5 X 220000X 236.8 
=$ 82 millions/week 
 
TOTAL BUS COSTS AND DISBENEFITS = $233 millions/week = $12.1 Billions per annum 
Subway with no hubs and population density declining to 20 km then constant to the city 
periphery at 32.4 km 
0-2kms no costs 
2-20km 
Total weekly cost for 5-20 km 

 = 220000 2∫
20(5r+21/r2.rdr 

 = 2200002∫
20(5+21/r)/dr 

 = 220000 2[20(5r+21lnr) 

=220000

=220000X 
=$96 millions/week 
20-33km 
Total weekly cost for20-33 km 

 =20∫
33(5r + 21)X275X2r.dr 

= 55020∫
33(5r2 + 21r)dr 

=550[r3+10.5r2]dr 

=550)dr 

=550X 
=$87millions/week 

mailto:28.7km@50%25
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TOTAL SUBWAY COSTS AND DISBENEFITS = $183 millions/week = $9.5 Billions per annum 
Difference = 2.6 Billions per annum. 
Incremental financial analysis. 
 

YEAR 
Y 

CHANGE IN 
CASHFLOW 
$ Billions 
(2013) 

Present value 
@ 5%pa 
discount 
1.05-(y+3) 

Net Present value Cumulative NPV 

-3 -14.00 1.00 -14.00 -14.00 

-2 -15.00 0.95 -14.25 -28.25 

-1 -15.00 0.90 -13.53 -41.78 

0 0.65 0.86 0.56 -41.22 

1 1.30 0.81 1.05 -40.17 

2 1.95 0.77 1.50 -38.67 

3 2.60 0.73 1.90 -36.77 

4 2.60 0.69 1.79 -34.98 

5 2.60 0.66 1.72 -33.26 

6 2.60 0.63 1.64 -31.62 

7 2.60 0.59 1.53 -30.09 

8 2.60 0.57 1.48 -28.61 

9 2.60 0.54 1.40 -27.21 

10 2.60 0.51 1.33 -25.88 

11 2.60 0.49 1.27 -24.61 

12 2.60 0.46 1.20 -23.41 

13 2.60 0.44 1.14 -22.27 

14 2.60 0.41 1.07 -21.20 

15 2.60 0.40 1.04 -20.16 

16 2.60 0.38 0.99 -19.17 

 
The $44 Billions additional cost of the subway is not justified by residents transport fare 

and delay time savings amounting to $2.6 Billions per annum, unless the debt can be paid 
off over a very long time. 
 
DISCUSSION 

It has been assumed that between 5 kms and the city limits, half the people commute to 
the CBD or suburban centres. The other half who live within 20 kilometres are not affected 
by higher local population densities. In the CBD and beyond 20 kilometres, population 
densities increase 22%. Those living at the outskirts of 33km could pay rent of only 
$35/week but transport of $76/week with journey times reducing earnings by $170/week 
with recreation travel costing $105/week. Unless good public transport systems are 
available, house prices on the outskirts will be close to the marginal cost of land and 
construction.  

In contrast, the bounds of the CBD will be fixed and it is assumed that growth there will 
be totally absorbed in facilities enabling  higher density living. 
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The worst type of development is residential housing because it requires much resources 
and generates little permanent employment. I calculate that each extra person living 
outside the old city limit will take 1.73 hectares of land. Contrary to popular opinion, my 
finding is that residential development is unattractive for the community.   

If population growth ceases and people formerly involved in residential construction are 
redeployed to tourism, health and welfare, and personal development, such as education, 
the location of job opportunities will move inwards to the CBD and suburban centres. 
Businesses such as these require least resources per permanent job created and are 
therefore most appropriate. However, people working there who were formerly working at 
the outside edges of the city will require additional transport services.  

A subway system was briefly evaluated. The extra cost of $44 Billion was mostly due to 
tunnels.  A subway can be likened to batches of buses travelling through tunnels. The 
additional cost of the subway, compared with roadways that will be built anyway for private 
vehicles, is $44 billion or $17,000 per resident. However, this cost can be calculated to be 
mitigated road by congestion costs and the customer value of employment time increased, 
so that a subway appears attractive.  

A subway would be more attractive if the city continues grow. In steady state, the 
existing bus system is more attractive. 

No benefits of traditional City growth were identified except as requiring a restructuring 
cost to relinquish. A case for a steady state City could be made by relocating population 
growth to other urban centres, at the same time as adopting zero economic growth to cap 
demands for land, water, energy and building materials. Workers formerly employed in 
residential construction at the periphery will need to travel into the CBD and suburban 
centres to jobs created in tertiary industry and services. These are the most resource 
efficient type of marginal development for creating permanent employment.   

Sustainable growth can be implemented by rejecting Development Applications for 
projects that use new land, spoil views, will not have their own water and energy, use 
concrete and impose on roadways. Developments that use an increasing proportion of 
renewable materials and energy may be accepted. Investment in infrastructure resources 
could be reduced and taxation switched to provision of green belts, parks and other 
amenities. 

The effect of a steady state population policy with zero economic growth will be to 
increase availability to first time buyers of housing and particularly rental accommodation. 
The Brisbane City Council can advise people unable to afford housing to reside in one of the 
many small towns which may allow growth and where accommodation and transport costs 
will be significantly cheaper. Employment there will be restricted in scope and flexibility will 
be required until their industries have grown and stabilised. 

A subway has been estimated to require an additional investment of $44 Billions without 
a concomitant financial return, but there may additional benefits not considered that could 
make a project attractive. It may not be appropriate to lower subway fares while charging 
residents higher rates to pay off BCC debt. If higher subway fares had been adopted, a lower 
interest rate could have been used for discounting.  

There may be additional costs of a bus system which have not been included and bus 
fares may be higher than estimated. The subway system has been assumed to have one 
third of the track in tunnels and this could be reduced. A subway could cost less than a bus 
system to operate and no allowance has been made for this. A major advantage of a subway 
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is to reduce road congestion especially near the CBD and no benefit of this has been 
included. Considering these additional factors, a feasibility study for a subway is desirable.  

 
CONCLUSION 
A simple analogue mode has been developed and its uses demonstrated for analysing 

some city wide policy areas. Data was not available to achieve the accuracy needed for 
prescriptive solutions but nevertheless, the model indicated some unforeseen relationships 
and the types of data that need to be gathered.   

The analogue model is readily adaptable to any city within any time interval. The example 
used is Brisbane, Australia from 2013 -2029. The costs and benefits used are notional 
assumptions and quantitative conclusions should be used with caution.  

Whereas development of transport hubs reduced the total transport cost slightly from 
$46.9millions per week to $45.1 millions per week, assuming higher density living in the 
CBD, ten years of growth extends the city limit from 29 km to 32.4 km. Each additional 
person living somewhere in the city requires on average 0.14 hectares of land, water and 
energy that could otherwise be used for food production, reducing self-sufficiency and 
drought and flood security. 

To achieve a steady state City, development approvals should be limited to self-
sustaining projects and rezoning of residential development areas into green zones. The 
major problem of restructuring the Brisbane economy with population and resource caps is 
the effect on resource owners and businesses that have invested assuming growth will 
continue. For a smooth transition, the earlier that commitment is made to a steady state 
Brisbane, the better.    

A subway system would cost an extra $44 Billions,  without enough cost saving to 
travellers to justify it. However, if the benefits in travel time and reduced road congestion by 
other road users are included, a subway could be attractive.  

If the city adopts a steady state population policy, the need for a subway is reduced. 
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